
 

IXL Learning Brings IXL Live to 57 Cities Across the Country 
Hands-on professional development workshops help educators learn how to effectively personalize 

learning 
 
SAN MATEO, Calif. — September 19, 2018 — Today, IXL Learning, the K-12 personalized learning 
platform used by 1 in 9 U.S. students, announced new IXL Live events in 57 cities across the country. The 
hands-on workshops inspire teachers to dive deeper into IXL’s curriculum, guidance system, Continuous 
Diagnostic, and real-time Analytics, and learn how to use the platform as effectively as possible. 
Educators can find upcoming IXL Live events in their area and sign up today at www.ixllive.com.  
 
“IXL Live is no ordinary professional development session. We’ve created a unique series of events that 
bring IXL to life and help educators discover insights and ideas that truly work,” said Paul Mishkin, CEO 
of IXL Learning. “IXL Live empowers teachers to personalize learning and each attendee will walk away 
with actionable strategies they can immediately use in their classrooms.” 
 
Each IXL Live session covers four hours of professional development and is facilitated by an IXL 
Professional Learning Specialist who guides attendees through IXL’s key features. This includes strategies 
for the IXL Continuous Diagnostic, which delivers up-to-the-minute insights on student knowledge. The 
workshop also shows teachers how to use IXL’s comprehensive curriculum and personalized skill 
recommendations to easily differentiate learning. And with IXL Analytics, teachers will discover insights 
that allow them to make smarter instructional decisions. 
 
“My colleague and I learned so much at IXL Live and couldn’t wait to get back to school to share with our 
teammates,” said Whitney Crawford, 5th grade teacher at Hancock Day School in Savannah, Georgia. 
“I’ve taught for 13 years, and IXL is the best tool I’ve encountered that supports differentiation and 
immediate implementation. It challenges students at all levels and motivates them along the way.”  
 
Currently, more than 350,000 teachers and 7 million students around the world are using IXL. To learn 
more about IXL Live or hear testimonials from past events, visit www.ixllive.com and follow #IXLLive on 
Twitter.  
 
About IXL Learning  
IXL Learning is dedicated to creating the best educational technology possible. Currently used by 1 in 9 
students in the U.S. and by schools in 95 of the 100 top districts, IXL is an integrated learning platform 
that effectively supports personalized learning in math, English language arts, science, social studies and 
Spanish. Built on comprehensive K-12 curriculum and guidance, actionable real-time Analytics and the 
IXL Continuous Diagnostic, IXL gives teachers the tools they need to differentiate instruction and help 
students achieve mastery. To learn more about IXL, visit www.ixl.com, facebook.com/IXL and 
twitter.com/IXLLearning.  
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